
INVITATION
 

Pro-Cycling 
Sustainability 

Survey 

Cycling 4 Climate is an Dutch NGO runned by 
volunteers that love cycling and the world. Our mission 
is to raise awareness on climate change and put people 
in action in a fun way. By organizing cycling events, we 
inspire participants and support them to make more 
impact themselves.  

In two years the Climate Classic - a 375 km ride along 
the future coastline of the Netherlands -  has already 
become a household name. It has grown from 50 to 
1.200 participants and is also organized in Belgium and 
France. Denmark, Germany, Italy, and the UK will be 
added to the calendar in 2023.

Utrecht University is a wide-range, international 
research university of high standing. We have a strong 
connection to the city of Utrecht and our roots lie deep 
in the past (1636). 

Our teaching and research are strongly connected. We 
work together in tight communities. We believe equality, 
diversity and inclusion are important. All this provides us 
with a solid base from which to work with others around 
the globe on the societal issues of the future.

These are the “Climate Stripes”. It shows how the global average temperature 
has changed since the start of the industrial revolution in 1850.

We are here



Dear cyclist and fellow inhabitant of our beautiful planet,

2015 was a glorious year for Fabio Aru. Together with his Astana 
team he won the 70th edition of the Vuelta a España. Four months 
later the whole world had a historic celebrating moment. One 
hundred and ninety-two countries signed the Paris Climate 
Agreement to keep global warming well below 2°C.

Since “Paris” a lot has set in motion: the rise of electrical vehicles, 
stark price decrease of solar energy, subsidy free offshore wind 
energy etc. However, despite all these promising developments we 
are emitting more and more CO2 into the atmosphere.

Since 2015, the average temperature, compared to 1850 (the start of 
the industrial revolution and massive burning of fossil fuels), the 
global average temperatures rose from 0.8°C to 1.2°C. And at “only” 
1.2°C we see the devastating effects of climate change: wildfires, 
heat waves, extreme drought, vanishing glaciers, dried up rivers but 
also massive rainfalls and devastating storms. 

Climate change also impacts professional cycling: In 2019 - for the 
first time in history - an etappe of the Tour the France was stopped 
due to landslides as a result of heavy rainfall. And in last edition, with 
temperatures above 40°C, cyclists had to be cooled continuously.

The solution to climate change is simple. We need to reduce our 
carbon emissions fast: a 50% reduction in 2030 (compared to 
2020) and net zero carbon emissions in 2050 will keep us on the 
considered “save” trajectory of 2°C.

This Carbon Law (50% reduction per decade and scaling carbon 
removal solutions) applies to all countries, industries, companies, 
organisations, sport-sectors and individuals. From cycling we know 
on thing: if you want to go fast you should go together.

Cycling has a massive positive impact on climate change. Every 
kilometer where the bike replaces a car, reduces CO2 emissions.

We believe that the cycling industry could and should be the leading 
industry on sustainability and be an inspirational example for other 
sports.

To understand the current level of engagement, the ambition and the 
measures taken in the peloton Cycling 4 Climate and Utrecht University 
joined forces. In the coming months we will - supported by various 
cycling, sustainability and materials experts - develop the Pro-Cycling 
Sustainability Survey.

This research will include questions on current material use, carbon 
emissions and the strategy of Pro-teams to improve their performance. 

We cordially invite you to participate in the first ever 
sustainability survey in the Pro-Cycling peloton!

We hope you are ready for this challenge and are willing to share your 
experiences with us. All information will be handled strictly confidential 
and your data will only be published upon your approval.

It would be very helpful if you can inform us whom from your team we 
could engage in this project. Please let us know by sending his/her 
contacts details to research@cycling4climate.nl.

¡Te deseamos una muy buena Vuelta y esperamos 
cooperar en nuestra carrera unida a cero!  GRACIAS!

Joost Brinkman Cycling 4 Climate
Paul Schot Utrecht University


